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Guinness World Records 2015 Gamer's Edition
Guinness World Records
Now in its eighth edition, Guinness World Records
Gamer's Edition is the ultimate guide to video games. With
all-new design and photography, the fresh-looking 2015
edition is packed full of news and views about the most upto-date achievements and developments in gaming. It offers
the most dazzling images from this year's top titles, along
with fascinating facts, figures and features on the games
and characters you love - from Minecraft to the worldbeating Grand Theft Auto V, from thrilling new games to alltime classics. The latest edition includes gameplay tips and
hints, interviews and features exploring gaming from
different perspectives, and quotes from leading figures in
the industry. Find out about the biggest-selling games, the
highest scores, and the world's most amazing gamers.
Read about the latest hardware developments in the battle
of the eight-generation consoles, and explore the most
exciting news stories across all the major gaming genres.

Guinness • PB • Encyclopaedias & Reference Works

9781908843654

$22.99

I Like You Just the Way I Am
Jenny Mollen

I remember thinking two things at the time. Firstly, if it
had wanted to eat us we wouldn't have stood a chance
and second, it didn't want to eat us. When James
Woodford was confronted by half a dozen sharks
swimming at full speed, he froze in shock. But he was
even more surprised when they swam right past,
completely ignoring him. He couldn't reconcile this
experience with the mindless eating-machines that
dominate the discussion of sharks in Australia.
Interviewing world-renowned experts and joining
research teams at Neptune Islands, one of the most
famous shark aggregation locations in the world - and
consequently one of the most dangerous dive sites James investigates these intriguing creatures at close
range and discovers their fascinating world.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Animals & Society

9781742612546

$34.99

The Best Cat Book Ever*
Kate Funk

Jenny Mollen is an actress and writer living in Los Angeles.
She is also a wife, married to a famous guy (which is
annoying only because he gets free shit and she doesn't).
She doesn't want much from life. Just to be loved - by
everybody: her parents, her dogs, her ex-boyfriends, her exboyfriends' dogs, her husband, her husband's ex-girlfriends,
her husband's ex-girlfriends' new boyfriends, etc. Some
people might call that impulse crazy, but isn't "crazy" really
just a word boring people use to describe fun people? (And
Jenny is really, really fun, you guys!). In these pages, you'll
find stories of Jenny at her most genuine, whether it's
stalking her therapist (because he knows everything about
her so shouldn't she get to know everything about him?);
throwing a bachelorette party so bad that one of the guests
is suspected dead; or answering the eternal question,
Would your best friend blow your husband on a car ride to
dinner if she didn't know you were hiding in the backseat?

St Martin's Press • HB • Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment

9781250041685

Great White *

James Woodford

$32.99

What's better than Kate Funk's The Best Cat Book
Ever: super amazing, 100% awesome photos? Nothing,
that's what. Here are a few questions to determine if this
book is for you: Do you like cats? Do you really, really
like cats? Do you like cats who look like they are
seriously pissed off? Do you like cats who are seriously
pissed off AND dressed in hilarious costumes? Are you
impressed by this photographer's ability to get her cat to
pose as such things as an abominable snowman,
Medusa, a jazzercise instructor, and a dinosaur? Can
you think of anything better than The Best Cat Book
Ever? If you answered "no" to any of these questions,
you clearly have no soul, and should probably leave. If
you answered "yes" to these questions - you're in luck,
because this book has all of those things, and more!

Griffin • HB • Humour

9781250050380

$16.99

Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis

The Mindfulness Journal

Barbara Leaming

Marcia Mihotich and Corinne Sweet

For almost six decades, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis has
fascinated people worldwide. The subject of numerous
books and thousands of articles, her life has probably been
documented in millions of words. And yet, there has always
remained something mysterious, something private about
this very public woman. With extraordinary skill and great
sensitivity, Barbara Leaming explores the seemingly
magical world of Jackie's youth, her fairy-tale marriage to a
wealthy and handsome Senator and Presidential candidate
and her astonishing transformation into a deft political wife
and unique First Lady. But the trauma of her husband's
murder, which left her literally soaked in blood and brains,
would damage her far more than has been known. Until
now. This is the first book to document Jackie's brutal,
lonely and valiant thirty-one-year struggle with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

St Martin's Press • HB • Biography: General

9781250017642

$39.99

In busy modern life, finding physical and mental space for
peace and calm amidst the ever-changing needs of work,
family and friends can be a challenge. In a world that is
increasingly never switched off, mindfulness is a simple
and powerful practice that can help you cut through the
noise and reclaim tranquillity, wherever you are. The
Mindfulness Journal offers an introduction to
mindfulness and simple exercises that can be done
whether you are sitting at your desk, squeezed on to a
crowded train, or standing in line at the supermarket.
Beautifully illustrated, with notes pages to record your
thoughts, this journal is your companion to a more
peaceful, stress-free day.

Boxtree • HB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9780752265605

$19.99

Spare Parts

The Frugal Paleo Cookbook

Joshua Davis

Ciarra Hannah

In 2004, four Latino teenagers arrived at the Marine
Advanced Technology Education Robotics Competition at
the University of California. They were born in Mexico but
raised in Phoenix, Arizona, where they attended an
underfunded public high school. No one had ever
suggested that they might amount to much - but two
inspiring science teachers had convinced these
impoverished, undocumented kids from the desert who
had never even seen the ocean that they should try to
build an underwater robot. Their robot wasn't pretty,
especially compared to those of the competition. They
were going up against some of the best collegiate
engineers in the country, including a team from MIT
backed by a $10,000 grant from ExxonMobil. The Phoenix
teenagers had scraped together less than $1,000 and built
their robot out of scavenged parts. This was never a level
competition - and yet, against all odds . . . they won!

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • True Stories

9780374534981

$19.99

Paleo Takes 5-Or Fewer
Cindy Sexton

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

$24.99

A Curious Invitation

$24.99

The Bulletproof Diet
In his mid-20s, Dave Asprey was a successful Silicon
Valley multi-millionaire. He also weighed 300 pounds,
despite the fact that he was doing what doctors
recommended: eating 1,800 calories a day and working
out 90 minutes a day, six times a week. When his excess
fat started causing brain fog and food cravings sapped his
energy and willpower, Asprey turned to the same hacking
techniques that made his fortune to "hack" his own
biology, investing more than $300,000 and 15 years to
uncover what was hindering his energy, performance,
appearance, and happiness. He explored traditional and
alternative technologies to reach his physical and mental
prime. The result? The Bulletproof Diet, an antiinflammatory program for hunger-free, rapid weight loss
and peak performance.

Rodale • HB • Fitness & Diet

9781623365189

$32.99

Kathleen Whelan

Since ancient times human beings have gathered together
for social purposes. And since not very long after that
writers have written about these occasions. The party is a
useful literary device, not only for social comment and
satire, but as an occasion where characters can meet, fall
in love, fall out or even get murdered. A Curious
Invitation features forty of the greatest fictional festivities.
Some of these parties are depictions of real events, like
the Duchess of Richmond's Ball on the eve of battle with
Napoleon in Thackeray's Vanity Fair; others draw on the
author's experience of the society they lived in, such as
Lady Metroland's party in Evelyn Waugh's Vile Bodies;
while yet others come straight from the writer's bizarre
imagination, like Douglas Adams' flying party above an
unknown planet from The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy.

Picador • PB • Literature & Literary Studies

$19.99

Australia

Are newspapers dead? As resources for daily newspapers
are reduced the roles of newspaper photographers and
journalists are likewise under pressure. This second book
on Photography of The Age by Kathleen Whelan looks at
the impact of the digital age on professional
photographers and provides an insight into how they bring
to the readers what is important; socially, politically and
historically. Photography of The Age also provides
historical context of some of the most famous images
published, why they are chosen as well as technical
information from the photographers themselves on how
they produced such memorable images.

Brolga • HB • Photography & Photographs

9781922175663

$49.99

Awaken Your Mind Open Your Heart

Susan Peters

Daniel Chidiac

Australia is a collection of iconic images collaged to
create a quintessential Australian experience, showing the
cities and countryside on offer. This book of photographs
is designed to take the viewer on a trip around Australia
and would appeal to the tourist and local alike. Having
travelled through Europe as a tourist taking photographs
of any thing and everything, Susan Peters wondered what
it would be like to do the same in her own country.
Australia is the result. Starting her tour in Sydney, then
Canberra and on to Melbourne. Queensland is well
represented with images of Brisbane, the Gold Coast, The
Whitsundays and Cairns. Darwin and Uluru, Perth,South
Australia and Tasmania are all included. A key figure in
the establishment of the Greater Newcastle Building
Society. This book sets out to chart the remarkable career
of this inspirational Novocastrian.

Brolga • HB • Photography & Photographs

9781922175656

9781624140884

Photography of The Age

Suzette Field

9781447228967

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

Dave Asprey

Spend less time in the grocery store and kitchen with tasty
Paleo dishes that are made with 5 ingredients or less.
Sticking to a Paleo diet can be hard, especially when all
the recipes call for whole food cooking that takes a lot of
ingredients. But Cindy Sexton, creator of the popular
Paleo site PaleoDish.com, has so many creative and
delicious recipes using very few ingredients that make
shopping and cooking a snap. This book includes
delicious dishes like Bacon-Wrapped Rosemary Sweet
Potato Wedges, Dilly Tuna Salad and Not-So-Boring
Meatloaf - all using 5 ingredients or less! Sticking the
Paleo diet has never been so easy. With this must-have
cookbook, you'll save a ton of time while making Paleo
dishes that are perfect for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

9781624140754

Save money and stick to your diet with delicious Paleo
recipes that are inexpensive and easy. Just because
you're on the Paleo diet doesn't mean you need to spend
a fortune. Ciarra Hannah, creator of PopularPaleo.com,
which gets over 362,000 page views a month, has one
hundred Paleo recipes that feature grass-fed meat and
naturally-raised whole food ingredients but are also light
on your wallet. The cost of eating a Paleo diet is significant
and an issue in the Paleo community-until now. Ciarra
uses flavorful but less expensive cuts of meat slow-cooked
in stews or braised, as well as her roll-forward technique
to make bigger batches from less expensive per-pound
cuts to make multiple delicious dishes. She has a strong
selection of Paleo dishes for everyday eating the whole
family will love.

$14.99

The ultimate guide to discover the fulfillment we have
been searching for our whole life. Have you ever
wondered why there are few people living their dream, yet
others seem to be slipping further away from theirs with
every day that passes? Daniel Chidiac's writing has
touched millions of people worldwide and helps to
transform thousands of lives daily. By opening Awaken
Your Mind Open Your Heart, we embark on a
psychological and emotional journey that is certain to
unlock our truest potential. This challenging yet
extraordinarily rewarding book is the ultimate guide to
discover the fulfillment we have been searching for our
whole life.

Brolga • PB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781922175649

$24.99

Adventures in Comfort Food

Food Truck Road Trip: A Cookbook

Kerry Altiero with Katherine Gaudet

Philip Shen and Kim Pham

Salads aren't that interesting. But what about when you
dress it up with some spicy sauce and throw in some
French fries? The same goes for pizza - you've seen it
done a million ways, but have you ever had pizza topped
with chicken, Thai chili sauce, and crispy lime Asian
coleslaw? These are just some of the crazy delicious
comfort food recipes Chef Kerry has up his sleeve. Kerry
is the chef/owner of Café Miranda, a restaurant in Maine
known for its inspiring menu and wildly satisfying dishes.
Kerry was named Maine's Lobster Chef of the Year in
2012 and Café Miranda was named Best Farm to Table
Restaurant in 2013. The food is exceptionally creative and
matches up to the best comfort food in the country. So if
you're looking to strengthen your skills in the kitchen then
don't hold back with the comfort food recipes in this book.
Each recipe is eye-catching, tasty and one-of-a-kind - a
surefire way to impress your family and friends.

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

9781624140730

$24.99

100 Best Juices, Smoothies & Healthy Snacks
Emily von Euw

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

$24.99

Exorcising Ghosts

$24.99

One Direction in My Pocket Slipcase - 100% Unofficial
This pocket-sized slip-cased mini series, with one book for
each member of One Direction, will appeal to every fan of
this phenomenally popular group. Featuring lots of photos,
quotes and facts about your favourite One Directioners:
Harry Styles, Niall Horan, Liam Payne, Zayn Malik and
Louis Tomlinson.

Macmillan Children's Books • Music: general interest (Children's / Teenage)

9781447278207

$22.99

Zoë Howe

How did a working class boy from West London come to
discover Sandy Denny and Rick Wakeman, work with
iconic figures like David Bowie, Dickie Attenborough, and
Dame Vera Lynn; meet royalty; change the face of
commercial radio; and be granted God's abundant
blessings by The Pope? Dave Cousins spares no punches
in the untold story of his discovery of Sandy Denny in a
folk club in Earls Court and their time together in Denmark.
He invited the unknown Rick Wakeman to join Strawbs,
and within six months they moved from playing in folk
clubs to headlining the Albert Hall. The subsequent
incarnation of Strawbs found pop stardom with the
notorious hit, 'Part of the Union', which ended in an
acrimonious bloodbath in Los Angeles. Undeterred, Dave
Cousins recast Strawbs as a prog-rock band, playing
stadium shows across the USA and Canada.

Omnibus Press • HB • Biography: Arts & Entertainment

$22.99

Are We There Yet? The Pocketbook of Travelling Songs
Music Sales

Lyrical visionary, enduring style icon and one
indispensable fifth of post-Peter Green megaband
Fleetwood Mac, Stevie Nicks is one of the most
recognisable figures in rock 'n' roll history - very much
Fleetwood Mac's 'Queen Bee', as Mick Fleetwood himself
describes her. This book, a celebration of the Stevie Nicks
phenomenon, takes us on her journey from peripatetic
mid-West childhood to her explosion onto the music scene
as chiffon-swathed rock goddess, right up to present day.
Including exclusive interviews with some of Stevie's
associates and collaborators from over the years, author
Zoë Howe explores the mystique while retaining the magic
of this modern-day musical sorceress and wise woman of
rock.

Omnibus Press • HB • Biography: Arts & Entertainment

9781783051502

$34.95

Illustrated Lives of Great Composers: Franz Liszt
Edward Seckerson

Songs Include: Alice the Camel; The Alphabet Song; The
Camptown Races; Do Your Ears Hang Low?; Ging Gang
Goolie; The Grand Old Duke of York; I Know an Old Lady
who Swallowed a Fly; London's Burning; Merrily We Roll
Along; Nellie the Elephant; Oh Dear! What can the Matter
be?; Old MacDonald; One Man went to Mow; The Owl and
the Pussycat...and many more! A collection of classic
songs to keep children of all ages entertained while on the
road. The handy pocket-size format is perfect to carry with
you on those long journeys.

Music Sales • PB • Music

9781849382786

9781624140808

Stevie Nicks: Visions, Dreams & Rumours

Dave Cousins

9780956588715

St Martin's Press • PB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

Anon

Popular raw/vegan blogger, Emily von Euw shares
standout healthy and filling juices, smoothies and snacks
for New Year, New You. Juices and smoothies are packed
with the vitamins and nutrients you need to nourish your
body. And Emily von Euw, creator of
thisrawsomeveganlife.com, has recipes that are so
delicious you'll be drinking to your health every day.
Emily's recipes include Cilantro Ginger Green Smoothie,
Pineapple Peppermint Juice, Chocolate Berry Protein
Smoothie and Super Food Energy Bars with Cacao.
Depending on the recipe you can boost your metabolism,
detox your body, strengthen your immune system or get
your daily-recommended intake of fruits and vegetables.
With recipes that are not only good for you and easy to
make, but tasty and satisfying as well, you'll be clinging to
this healthy living companion with both hands.

9781624140914

Make amazing dishes from the best food trucks
discovered on a road trip across the US - from the
creators of Behind the Food Carts, which was named Best
Culinary Travel Blog by Saveur. Follow Phil and Kim as
they travel across the country in pursuit of the best recipes
that food trucks have to offer. Phil and Kim are the
creators of BehindtheFoodCarts.com, which was named
Best Culinary Travel Blog by Saveur Magazine. As they
have traveled from state to state, they have visited the
best food trucks out there and gotten the authentic recipes
for the best dishes straight from the cooks themselves.
There's spicy falafel in Portland, braised pork shoulder
sliders in San Francisco and fried chicken in Austin, to
name a few. With stops in food truck hotspots like New
Orleans, Portland, Austin, New York and more, this
cookbook includes all the must-have food truck recipes
that you can make to wow your family and friends.

$11.99

Arguably the greatest of all piano virtuosi, Liszt was one of
the few composers of his day who had the technique to
perform his own compositions. This lavishly illustrated
book chronicles Liszt's life and times with the help of many
rare photographs and contemporary prints. With numerous
quotations from the people who knew him best, extracts
from personal letters and diaries, this remarkable book
gives an intimate picture of the composer's private life, and
also investigates the complex religious and emotional
forces which inspired his music. Includes a CD featuring a
selection of recordings by the composer.

Omnibus Press • PB • Music

9781780388717

$19.99

The Original Little Black Songbook
Music Sales
Songs Include: Let's Groove/Earth Wind & Fire; Life is But a Dream/The Earls; The London Boys/David Bowie; Lovin' You/Minnie Riperton; Memories
Are Made Of This/Dean Martin; Misirlou/Dick Dale; My Sharona/The Knack; Nellie the Elephant/Toy Dolls; Bird Of Paradise/Snowy White; Bring Me
Sunshine/Morecambe & Wise; Buffalo Soldier/Bob Marley & The Wailers; Catch A Falling Star/Perry Como; and Day Trip to Bangor/Fiddler's Dram. A
pocket-sized collection of 70 songs presented in chord songbook format, arranged in the same keys as the original recordings with chord symbols,
guitar chord boxes and complete lyrics.

Music Sales • PB • Music

9781783054268

$19.99

